


                                                                        October 13, 2011

                                                                        Mark Steven Tomey Sr.
                                                                        26 Washington Road
                                                                        New Freeedom, Pennsylvania 17349

Honorable John G. Roberts, Jr.,  Chief Justice
Supreme Court of the United States of America
1 First Street, NE
Washington, D. C. 20543

Dear Chief Justice Roberts:

          I wrote to you on November 22, 2010, which has been almost one year ago, in 
which I detailed the chronological plight that had brought us to the United States 
Supreme Court in search of justice we could never find. Today, I find myself still in
search of that same illusive ideal that the forefathers sought to provide the average
citizens of their newly born nation. This justice was to protect the average citizen and
his rights from the past influences of the rich and/or simply powerful individuals who
had controlled the Old World.

          As a child, I grew up with the ideallic television series such as "Father Knows 
Best" and  "The Lone Ranger",  that depicted problems being solved with predicita-
ble outcomes. Another show, which greatly grabbed my viewing was "Perry Mason",
for it depicted justice served by an attorney and his investigators searching out the
truth, and presenting it in a proper case to win justly. My father was an attorney who
never chose to practice. Thus I grew up with a firm belief in the justice system and
that if you went to court, presented your case properly, and brought with you the
truth you should prevail - even against those more powerful or rich than you. But
the more I am involved the the United States court systems - at ALL levels I become
disillusioned that very much exists of the founding fathers version of justice. It has
become abundantly clear that more often a lawyer wins by his association with 
judges and ties to others than the search for truth and the dispensing of actual
justice. 

          After struggling pro se and spending a large sum to properly have a company
produce my Writ of Certiorari into a booklet so its format would not be offensive to
the justices, I have had a court clerk issue a letter that my writ will not be heard,
and I have yet to see any judges order - let alone receive an explanation. My case
revolves around elderly United States citizens having the right to assurances that 
their final decisions for the future of themselves and their assets, while deemed
competent to do so by their neurologists, can not be arrogantly set aside by judges
seeking to appease the powerful now that they can grab the elderly individual 
claiming them to be incompetent and that they as a judge should better decide
for that individual - especially in my case where civil rights and Elder Care Laws
and court Rules of Procedure were very blatantly overriden. The nation is aging
quickly and the elderly deserve much greater respect and protection than they
are currently receiving. 

          I include this excerpt from the court request I have just filed, in as much 
as I am unsure if you or any other justice may ever review my request:

                                   *****

The petitioners request the issuance of an immediate response to their request 
for the production of the original judges orders with the reasons for the denial
of their Writ of Certiorari in the above captioned case, in correspondence sent to
them by Clerk of the Court Suter, and they cite the following for consideration by
the court justices:

1.) all orders are to be signed by judges by law - how else does a petitioner know
that a judge even read his case let alone ruled on it

2.) no signed orders were found in the case file in a recent check

3.) Justices Scalia and Berger recently testified in Senate Judicial Hearings about
how judges are distancing themselves from the framework of the constitution
and its laws, and trying to legislate from the bench as if they are now law makers,
yet in the above case the injustices and ignoring of laws, civil rights, and rules of
proceedure have continued from the onset unabated including:
     a.) Margaret Helen Tomey, the elder in question, was harmed initially by 
social services official Andrew Goeb, who ignored department mandates to
protect the elderly, instead harrassing her (including her being yanked out of
her seat while praying in bible study for a "examination" by social services
officials), and working to grab control of her to override her legally made decisions, 
steal her lifestyle choices from her, and give control of her to her daughter Nora E. 
Tomey, a high ranking NSA official; before it ended a conspiracy developed with
other government officials including Rebecca Daniels in zoning and attorney Jerry 
Lambdin. 
     b.) during the emergency grab of Margaret  -  Mark Tomey was lured to his
place of employment to be given the image of a drug lord being taken down as
he was surrounded by detectives in a parking lot with co-workers and towns-
people looking on - only for the purpose of handing him willfully withheld paper-
work 
                                                                              - Carmen Tomey was grabbed
and physically and mentally abused by police when she refused illegal entry
into the family home after she had handed over her mother in-law to officials
and she was chained to a wall with a wrenched shoulder from police manhandling
for several hours without her requested phone call; police told her to "shut the
F.. up" when she questioned if their treatment of her was because she was
hispanic (with a thick accent) [sanctity of home continually invaded & Carmen's
civil rights were violated]
                                                                             - Margaret Tomey was taken
by Drew Goeb and Rebeccas Daniels (zoning) alone in a car - the very ones
who had been harassing her, and was supposedly out of control when she had
arrived at the GBMC ER, where she had been recently without incident
                                                                            - only Nora Tomey, no other
family member, was given access to Margaret for several months, though she
had purposely not been around her mother regularly for months; now social
services was working to help her gain control  [civil right to society with child
ignored] 
     c.) Judge Ruth Jakubowski - purportedly an expert in elder care continually
ignored Elder Care Laws:
          Margaret was placed into a mental institution to silence her from speaking
for herself [Elder Care Law states an elder can not be placed into a mental 
institution to gain guardianship]
          Bambi Glenn, the advocate assigned by the judge to Margaret ignored
Margaret's wishes and invoked her own while providing written investigative
reports to the judge [Elder Care Law states that an advocate must represent only
their clients wishes in as normal a client lawyer-relationship as possible and not
become an investigative arm of the court; in the case Scott v. it was ruled that once
an advocte hands a report to a judge they become an advisary to the very one they
are supposed to be representing]
          Judge Jakubowski ignored the illegal action of of Goeb and Daniels when they
entered the home without legal justification [the order read to remove Margaret
Tomey for examination, but they entered the home after they had Margaret taken
away from outside the home]
          Judge Jakubowski gave control of Margaret to Nora Tomey, while Margaret
had legally made Mark her medical representative and power of attorney, while
deemed by her neurologist to be competent to do so, and telling her family and her
regualr acquaintences of her intentions for her future; Nora Tomey, finance man-
ager for the NSA, then worked to waste a $365,000 estate left for Margaret's care 
in less than two years while denying Margaret even the level of care she had with 
Mark, her socialization including church and bible study, and the level of mental 
and physcial stimulation she had been getting required by an ALzheimer's patient
[Elder Care Law requires the guardian to provide care not being given here and 
the judge refused to listen to Mark's evidence of wrong doing or his legal request
for investigation of the guardian]
          Judge Jakubowski gave control of the property (assets) to attorney Jerry
Lambdin, who allowed the wasting of the assets and refused to provide Mark 
with his continual requesting of the annual accounting of assets; Mark made a legal
request for a freezing of all his mother's assets and investigation of the guardian
after he continually complained of the guardian's wasting of the assets in hearings
to no avail [Elder Care Law requires the guardian to preserve the estate in a 
prudent manner and provide an annual accounting to all persons of interest - one 
of which was Mark Tomey - and refusal is grounds for an investigation and 
removal]
          d.) Attorney Lambdin hired attorney Andrew Fury to sue Mark and Carmen
to grab all the assets Margaret Tomey freely gave them
               Attorney Fury blocked their request for a postponement to gain more
funds to continue representation by attorney Stanley Alpert (Mark was hurt in 
an on the job vehicle accident deemed not his fault)
               Attorney Fury then requested a meeting with the Tomey's to compare ALL
evidence, in which he stated that he would allow in all their evidence; yet in court
after putting on his case first he objected to all their evidence stating he "had not
intended to mislead the Tomey's during their conversation". Mark was forced to
fight to get in anything to evidence as he was forced to fight pro se against his
stated wishes in court. Mark, who was diagnosed as being obssessive-compulsive and
forced to fight with his back against the wall, did so. Judge Smith labelled him as
being TENACIOUS and stated that he must have used this tenacity to push his
mother's decisions - even though she cited for the record that the court would
agree that Margaret Tomey was a strong -willed person as evidenced by all the
terstimony of her acquaintences
               Attorney Fury then entered a deed into evidence that he had never shared
with the Tomey's beforehand - one the Tomey's stated they had not ever seen and
was not the proper deed, but Judge Carol Smth ignored this and allowed it into 
evidence. Then she stated that the deed was proof that the Tomey's were discove-
red to be liars only because of Fury entering this evidence and their testimony not
to be believed so they should be found against[Rules of Proceedure were blatantly
ignored by attorney and judge alike]
                Attorney Fury got a judgement against the Tomey's for a lien/fines against
the family home, which social service caused, zoning gave to Margaret Tomey, 
which Mark hired attorney J. Carrol Holzer to fight while the county stalled the 
appeal, which Jerry Lambdin stated in hearings the county would lower or remove
if it benefitted Margaret though he never had it done, and which after he took Mark 
and Margaret's name off the deed placing his own on instead, then had Baltimore
County forgive over $41,000 plus interest on
                Attorney Fury approached Mark with a deal - pay him $100,000 in cash 
and take over the family home mortgage, and Mark would be given back all
taken from him and the judgements would disappear; Mark requested he place the
deal in writing so that he could get funding; Fury refused and did not answer calls 
from potential investors on the deal; instead Mark was evicted from his home and
left homeless, while no one paid on the mortgage and $100,000 of his personal 
property unable to be removed in only 4 days was now claimed to be Margaret's 
yet instead of the guardian of the property Lambdin inventorying and accounting,
then auctioning off said property, it was given to guardian of the person Nora 
Tomey to scrap for little money to deny Mark any chance of recovery; then the
house, slated for auction was sold under the table while Mark had the case under
appeal, supposedly clouding the title and any potential sale - again to deny Mark
any chance to recover the family home.
                 Attorney Fury tries a majority of his cases in Baltimore City, and it was
very interesting that instead of a Baltimore County judge pulled from the pool,
a retired city judge was hand picked to hear this case with such discriminatory
results of Fury being allowed to play with rules of procedure to his benefit against
a person fighting pro se and picked on for his obssessive-compulsive handicap
          e.) Nora Tomey repeatedly used her position as a high ranking NSA official
to influence the court and its decisions
               Nora boasted of her position and secret clearances and then proceeded to 
boldly perjure herself in court of what her mother had said, her mother mental 
capacity in 2004, and her being kept from contact with her mother
               Nora sent letters to the judge in Maryland Court of Special Appeals on
NSA FAX transmittal cover sheets directly from the NSA, unbeknownst to the
Tomey's until Mark saw the tickle when filing a writ of certiorari to the Maryland
Court of Appeals over the lower court's decisions that constantly invoked what
Nora Tomey had stated

          Throughout the Tomey family's struggle to honor Margaret Tomey's legally
made written decisions for the future care of herself and her assets, the Tomey's
have watched their civil rights trounced on, including Margaret rights to practice
religion freely, right to transfer property, right to sanctity of her home, and right
to society with her child. Carmen has sufferred mental and physical harm by the
police who also discriminated against her. Mark has been slandered and libelled
while his assets have been stolen from him and his heirs under the color of law. The
Tomey's have watched judges and lawyers alike ignore laws and rules of proceedure
to assure Nora E. Tomey controls and wastes what she was never given by Margaret.

          Mark and Carmen Tomey fear they are being defrauded, by clerks or others
speaking as judges, for as spoken of in 18 USC Sec. 912 01/05/2009, while looking
at a previous passage referring to:

18 U.S.C. § 912 (1948) which held that "intent to defraud" did "not require more than the
 defendant had, by artifice and deceit, sought to cause the deceived person to follow some
 course he would not have pursued but for the deceitful conduct.
Likewise, Mark and Carmen Tomey reflect upon the oath of office taken by all the 
Supreme Court Justices requiring them to defend and uphold the constitution - thus
to protect the laws written in the constitution and their application to citizens, and 
to do the duties required as a judge, ie: 

5 U.S.C.§ 3331. Oath of office Release date: 2004-01-16 An individual, except the 
President, elected or appointed to an office of honor or profit in the civil service or 
uniformed services, shall take the following oath: "I, AB, do solemnly swear (or affirm)
that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take
this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I 
will well and faithfully discharge the duties  of the office on which I am about to enter. 
So help me God." This section does not affect other oaths required by law.

          THUS,  Mark and Carmen Tomey, having already endured the ignoring of
the United States constitution and other laws, having come to the Supreme Court
of the United States expecting justice, should at minimum expect their case to be
given the inspection and consideration it deserves, and should not be faced with a
letter from a court clerk denying their writ without signed judges's orders that
give justification of the same - particularly in the light of what Justices Scalia and
Berger have recently stated - so they request the court provide signed orders from
the justices stating why their case does not deserve to be heard.   
            

                 *****


          The ease in which I watch judges setting aside laws, civil rights, and rules of 
procedure that they are sworn under oath to protect appalls me. Why should I as a
citizen of the United States abide by its laws if others choose not to while they steal my
mother, my family home, 50 years of accumulated personal property, my savings, and
the inheritance meant for me and my heirs. My mother, my wife, and myself have been 
slandered and libelled and harmed physically and mentally as others sought to steal
from us. My parents, aunt and uncle, and myself worked hard for the assets and on the
properties that were lost - this was not something we were simply given and passed on.
The individuals involved in the conspiracry to defraud us were government workers,
lawyers, and judges who made good money during their endeavors, while I had to
struggle watching all my assets dwindle. One lawyer played games offerring me an
out that he would never properly place in writing, after which I was made homeless
for over 6 months. I reinterate, why should I as a citizen see any need to continue to
follow rules that make me follow the laws while others use the same set of laws under
the color of law to steal from me and my family and do us such harm without any
policing, checks and balances, or interventional system in place to provide us any
protection or method to procure justice anywhere. The incentive to do right can not
be forced upon citizens with threats of harm or retribution while others ignore the
morales and ethics being prescribed to the detriment of said citizens. Justice is
justice plain and simple - there are no gray areas allowing power or money to
create a different version of justice or we fall into the areas of plain discrimination -
what the constant amendments to the constitution purportedly sought to assure would
give adequate protection against. While logically we do not exist in a utopia, the
current atmosphere of influence peddling on all levels has become the norm and
is destroying any proof sought that the ideal of true justice still lives within our
judicial system today. If the ideal of justice is to be revived, it most likely will have
to begin with the United States Superme Court justices taking a stand to assure
laws are obeyed, civil rights are carefully honored, and rules are followed. Judges
must again feel compelled to honor their oaths of office and not some allegiance to
the powereful and/or those in their buddy system. Today judges purportedly can not
be sued, even when their malice and purposeful actions are obvious; the ignoring of
the legislated laws, individuals civil rights, and/or rules of proceedure is clear; and/or
their decisions purposefully aid associates or powerful individuals unjustly. When so
many others must be held accountable for purposely driven harm, why should judges
be allowed to circumvent justice. The judicial disability boards are a joke - only taking
action when the media highlights the situation to the public. Were not checks and
balances supposed to be the backbone assuring that our democracy did not allow
any individual or group of individuals to become too powerful to the detriment of
the citizenry - how did judges fall through the cracks? I bring this to your attention as
I see a growing segment of the population questioning the detrimental influence of
powerful individuals reaping benefit to the harm of society, our country, and our
democracy. This same segment is beginning to question everything, and is seeking
accountability from those causing said harm. The issue of the powerful using laws
and the courts to steal from the public has not gone unnoticed. Thus I bring my case
to your attention - a case filled with injustice, influence peddling, and the ignoring
of laws, civil rights, and rules of procedure in order to steal everthing from us under
the color of law. If the Supreme Court now choses to turn a blind eye to what has
occurred here, then obviously there is no reason for those involved or others like
them to have any fear in repeating such obvious and blatant behavior as they know
there is nothing stopping them. Then the laws, civil rights, and rules set forth have
no power or meaning and are not even worth the paper they are written on. And
even more heinous, those who sacrificed with their lives to provide or protect our
rights and laws have died in vain and for no meaning or value. Thus we as a nation
dishonor those who gave so much for us to have a purportedly free society. It is our
duty to protect what has been passed on to us. As such, my family and I ask that you,
as Chief Judge, assure that our case gets the proper attention it merits - that we are
allowed to "fight on" and given the potential to obtain justice in what has plainly
become a very unjust system - having our writ honored so we can then present our
case to the court. We hope to win not only for my mother and ourselves, but also
to set precidents that may provide protection for so many being stepped on and
ignored like ourselves by injustice. I thank you for your time and you may reach me 
at my cellphone number  443-622-1186, anytime during day or night.
               
                                                                       Sincerely,




                                                                       Mark Steven Tomey Sr. 

cc: Jerry Lambdin               


